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complex manifold, i ... cohomologies of a complex manifold, ii the double complex of forms, i x
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and qualitative cohomological properties for ... - quantitative and qualitative cohomological properties
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identification of the brst algebra on which the cohomological properties of symplectic manifolds (non-)kähler geometr,y i kähler manifolds have special cohomological properties, both from complex....d from
symplectic point of view. ... dr allows their comparison with top aspects. cohomologies of symplectic manifolds,
vii symplectic cohomologies, iv natural maps between cohomologies: symplectic geometry in frobenius
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period mappings being developed in [ 181. ... be complex. 1. higgs pairs, spectral covers and frobenius
structures 1.1. yang-mills theory and geometry - yang-mills theory and geometry s. k. donaldson imperial
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....d its non-injectivity measures thenon-kählerness. ... cohomological properties of non-kähler manifolds on
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